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Understand qualities of successful leaders and re-wire your team to become more resilient during challenging times and crisis.

It is easy to feel helpless in uncertain economic times, but the truth is, some people and teams actually thrive and succeed in bleak situations. What makes them stand out and what can you learn from these leaders? Join Microsoft’s Michael Callahan as he identifies the 10 lessons you need to learn in order to succeed in times of change and uncertainty.

Benefits of Attending

- Learn how the brain responds to change and uncertainty and how understanding neuroscience can help you re-wire your team’s attitude to become more resilient and agile
- Understand the learned helplessness some employees adopt and discover powerful intervention techniques to pull people out of their paralysis
- Discover how great business leaders managed through crisis and what attributes they share
- Learn how to create a “spike-proof” service models that let you touch more people for less money – even in challenging economic times

Michael Callahan is the Group Manager for Microsoft’s Consumer and Partner Services Support organization, managing support for 500 million global customers of Microsoft’s online services, including Bing, Hotmail, and HealthVault. A published speaker and playwright, Michael leads workshops on neuroscience and change, future-state technology and customer support, and leadership development.